Technical Document

Advantages of High Speed Epicyclic Spur Gears with 3 Planets
One of the most important considerations for an epicyclic gear system is uniform
load distribution among the planets. This is often applied in a 3-planet arrangement.
This type of system is commonly designed as a single star gear arrangement where
the planet carrier is stationary (see figure 1). The planet carrier is part of the gear
case supporting all vital components of the gearbox.

Figure 1

The pinion is a radially free-floating element which is automatically self-aligning
resulting equal uniform load sharing within the 3-planet system. When applying load,
there is an equal distribution of torque between the sun pinion and its planets.
The gearbox can be flange mounted and integrally supported by either a turbine
support structure or generator structure (see figure 2). For integrated turbine designs
the internal splines (or output flange) of the turbine mates with the input drive spline
(or flange). For integrated generator designs the entire gearbox planet carrier
assembly is flange mounted to the generator drive flange thereby eliminating the
need for an output coupling. In this case the annulus (rotating gear ring) assembly is
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mounted on the generator drive hub assembly. To further ensure uniform load
distribution the annulus gear may be designed as a bearing-less free floating/selfaligning member.

Figure 2

Spur gears in an epicyclic (3-planet) configuration have significant advantages over
similar epicyclic helical gear arrangements which may be summarized as follows:
1. Spur gear teeth produce no axial force on the geared elements. This is
extremely important in the meshing of the planets since continuous and
momentary axial forces are avoided. This type of design typically utilizes
carburized and ground elements with special tooth profile and longitudinal
corrections in the final grinding process. These corrections are highly accurate,
typically applied with a special tooth form resulting in higher contact ratios
yielding lower noise and vibration signatures. In some applications HCR (high
contact ratio gears) may also be utilized.
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2. An important operating benefit utilizing spur gear technology is the pinion
maybe be removed for inspection without having to completely dismantle the
entire gear unit.
3. If 3-planet double-helical epicyclic gears are employed, inherit internal axial
forces are generated in the gear mesh between the planets, sun pinion and
annulus which have a canceling effect on each other. However axial shuttling
of the components maybe pronounced due to inherit machining errors in the
manufacturing process leading to increases in vibration and noise. These
toothing errors may become axially exacerbated because of the additive effect
of the errors between pinion-to-planet + planet-to-annulus.
4. In order to facilitate assembly double-helical epicyclic gears of this design
typically employ a split annulus ring with an additional external floating
coupling ring(s) requiring;
o
o
o
o

additional precision components
dimensional increase in axial length and width of the gearbox
additional weight
Increase in the complexity of the assembly/disassembly requirements

In summary modified high-speed epicyclic spur gears nullifies the apparent
advantage of the double helical epicyclic gear (that is, smooth transfer of loads)
without the disadvantages as described above. If the tooth surfaces are finished with
a high degree of accuracy, with properly applied tooth corrections rest assured the
noise structure will not exceed the values of epicyclic helical gearboxes.
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